the Smart Way Forward.

Oil, Gas & Chemicals
HAZMAT
Ensure the safety of your HAZMAT cargo.

Transporting goods of any sort is a complicated matter. Transporting HAZMAT (Hazardous
Materials) becomes a far more complex and riskier task. Safety and security is of paramount
importance as the impact of failure in these areas can be disastrous and results in the loss
of valuable cargo and severe damage to the immediate environment and those who are in
close proximity. Failure therefore, is not an option.

Pointer SA, a member of Pointer Telocation Ltd. (NASDAQ: PNTR) is a leading provider
of cutting-edge products and technology, and Software as a Service (SaaS) to the Fleet,
Automotive, Insurance, Cargo and Public-safety industries.
Pointer Telocation has a growing client base with products and technologies installed in
over 1.5 million vehicles across 55 countries globally.

For More Information go to:

www.pointersa.com
Customer Care: +27 21 915 6500
Sales: 0861 505 500
Email: sales@pointersa.com

RECOMMENDED
SOLUTIONS

Pointer provides the full spectrum of functionality to manage your fleet and more. Pointers range of solutions will enable you to reduce costs,
improve efficiencies and manage security risk. In addition, we’ll help you increase safety with hour of service programs, driver training tools and

Dashboard &
Analytics

Safety &
Eco Driving

performance scorecards along with the ability to measure their results.

1.

Pointer’s Dashboard and Analytics is an excellent tool for large fleet owners
and companies, requiring a 360 management information view of behaviour

7.

Reduce risk with the ability to map high-risk areas and improve real-time
management and safety of vehicles and drivers in these regions.

the Smart Way Forward.

coupled with vehicle statistics.
Vehicle
Diagnostics

2.

Fleet management is generally comprised of various disparate software
platforms, systems and applications including: ERP and dispatching; fleet
planning; task monitoring; personnel scheduling; managing and scheduling

Driver Access &
Compliance

maintenance and vehicle service; refuelling systems; billing; and much
more. These singular systems create complexity in addition to being
inefficient, wasting time and resources. Pointer APIs allow you to integrate

Route & Task
Management

Vehicle &
Driver Security

8.
9.

feedback to drivers in real-time on their driving behaviour. Driver’s are

10.

costs and results in millions of Rands lost. Pointer provides solutions so

into a more economic and less risky style of driving while on the road. The

you are in control of managing your load from the moment the vehicle

Improve the scheduling of activities, arrival and departure times and the

Gain control with the ability to lock-out unauthorised drivers or drivers
who have not been trained to transport certain loads. This can extend
before the beginning of each trip. Naturally this applies to the prevention of
vehicle theft.
Early notification via SMS or email alerting advises the fleet operator to
investigate and react on emergency and fleet management alerts timeously.
Enhancements of SMS alerting allows operators to manage customer
points of field workers.

oil, gas & chemicals
hazmat

leaves the depot to delivery point.

11.

duration of events such as stop time, through use of Pointer Manager.

to the detection of drivers, by requiring prior identification by the vehicle

6.

Taking control back on managing load theft. Load theft is an ever increasing

alerted to harsh break, excess idling and harsh acceleration and coached

for their own records, training and disciplinary actions.

5.

recovery service 365 days a year wherever your vehicles are in the country.
to monitor crisis or theft situations.

solution records all alerts and management and HR can review the reports

4.

Pointer Safety includes a 24 hour alarm response and vehicle ground
View vehicle location and information in real time right down to street level

specific needs.
Pointer’s unique driver feedback display solution is a visual and verbal

further controls and reporting are available through integration with supplier
and client side fuel transportation management platforms.

all of these system into a single comprehensive solution customised to your

3.

With fuel losses being such an important and immediate area of savings,

Remotely control opening and closing of cargo doors via hydraulic locking
mechanism, and prevent the tampering of the telemetry system with
Pointer’s security enclosures.

12.

Pointer’s optional Safety Officer service is available to clients where
necessary in the chemical or similar industries and offers optional
investigations and reports.
For More Information go to:

www.pointersa.com
Customer Care: +27 21 915 6500
Sales: 0861 505 500
Email: sales@pointersa.com

